Wearable Infusion Systems

Description: The increasing number of drugs that must be infused is creating a new class of drug delivery devices – devices that can deliver therapeutic drugs in volumes up to 10 mL and higher to ambulatory patients. Wearable subcutaneous infusion systems are targeting the growing need for administering biologicals – a segment that includes monoclonal antibodies, immune modulators and blood factors – that are indicated for chronic conditions.

These devices distinguish themselves from syringes and injectors by delivering drug volumes in excess of 1-2 mL for durations that are measured in minutes rather than seconds. Several products in this device class have already reached the market, and recent agreements between device suppliers and pharma companies validate the market need that wearable infusion systems address. We expect wearable infusion systems to achieve and sustain double digit unit growth through the end of the decade.

What You Will Learn
- What wearable infusion systems are currently marketed or in development, who are the suppliers, and what are the device specifics?
- What are the therapeutic markets being targeted by wearable infusion systems?
- What are the essential design factors, material selection issues, technologies and market development issues for wearable infusion systems?
- What are the major factors that will drive wearable infusion systems demand?
- How are wearable infusion systems currently aligned with various drug classes and therapeutic markets?
- What is the addressable market for wearable infusion systems?
- What is the expected impact of wearable infusion systems on drug delivery markets?
- Who are the significant players in this segment? What are their strategies? Who are their alliance partners?
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